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SUMMARY MINUTES OF THE LUTON ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY AGM 

HELD AT UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE, PUTTERIDGE BURY 

THURSDAY 30
th 

APRIL 2015 

 

Meeting started at 19.40 hrs   Attended by 23 paid up members  

 

Opening address by LAS Chairman Dr M.Shukla.  

 

M.Shukla welcomed LAS members to the AGM and commented that recent meetings and LAS events 

demonstrate that the society provides a shared experience combining both social and educational aspects. 

It was encouraging to see that this covered a wide range in ages.   The Constitution (2014) was published 

during last year was now in place.    

 

Apologies for absence received  

Received from D.Childs and N.Nichols   

 

Matters arising (AGM 2014)   G.Mitchell 

 

 Minutes for 2014 AGM had previously been circulated via email and printed copies made available. 

 

a)       An updated  list of LAS equipment including accessories such as eyepieces is to be prepared – 

Action continues 

 A 2014 list of LAS Assets was displayed at the AGM. Although all equipment items are 

listed, some small items still need to be added. Current status greater than 90% completed  

M.Shukla requested that a full list be prepared for the next AGM (Action noted)     

  

b)  A list of LAS library books is to be prepared. Action completed 

A list of books has been prepared by J.Colegrove and added to the Asset list. 

In addition to these the following Reference books such as Burnham’s Celestial Handbook 

(Vol 1 to 3) and Atlas Coeli and also Voyager in time and space, the life of John Couch 

Adams by H.M Harrison are to be added -  A revised list was available at the AGM – Action 

complete  

 

      c)      An action to print the list in the next issue of the LAS journal `Countdown` has been        

      deferred. Many of theses books date from the 1980`s and 1990`s and are now out of date. 

       It was commented that some early books listed may have some value.    

       G.Mitchell suggested the idea to make a list of books that LAS members could borrow      

       may be made available via the website LAS members’ page  

 

      J.Colegrove brings boxes of the LAS library books along to meetings and members could        

                 borrow these by simply signing the book(s) out on a register.   

 

       d)      Daytime visits to the LAS Observatory for LAS members are to be arranged during the 

                 summer months. Action continues  

 

       e)      Possible LAS display at the People’s Gallery at Luton Museum at Wardown Park to be         

                investigated.  Enquiries have been made but there is long waiting list – Action on hold.  

 

       f)    A revised constitution (2014) was published following some minor adjustments as  

       discussed at the 2014 AGM. Action completed  
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Secretary Report - G. Mitchell (brief summary of the main points were read out)  

A challenging year due to the some cloudy evenings however the conditions in the Nun's Field) allowed 

an increased number of both public and members events throughout the observing season as part of the 

LAS outreach programme. A big thank you to LAS members for their help with all these events  

 

It is good to see new members and many more enquiries from the LAS website throughout the year and 

especially around public events.  We have seen many more enquiries for group visits in recent months 

and are already booking ahead from September.  

 

The LAS website continues to develop, with regular monthly updates and the addition of LAS Members 

page(s). It is hoped that this can be updated regularly with features for members to use, so please keep 

your ideas coming. 

Many thanks in particular to P.Price for administrating the website and also for the support of M.Shukla 

in establishing the web site. 

 

 A slide showing the annual web site traffic was shown and a brief explanation of the key points made by 

P.Price.  M.Shukla asked if more detailed statistics were available, in particular visits to the member’s 

page area and also Google search statistics, the availability of this type of data was confirmed by P.Price .  

Action requested by M.Shukla for more details to be made available  

 

Countdown, the LAS journal was published in December 2014 as a special edition to mark the 45
th
 

anniversary year in 2015. Many thanks to all who submitted articles, photos and   P.Price who collated the 

edition.   

 

 

Programme Secretary report - G. Mitchell  

Arranging external guest speakers to give a wide and topical range of presentations is always a challenge 

from a shirking pool of speakers. To complement a number of LAS members evenings with internal 

speakers were used in 2014 /15. Many thanks to P.Price / P.Garbett and D.Childs. On two occasions `Plan 

B` had to be put into action. A number of alternative presentations have been and are being prepared to 

cover the event that a guest speaker is unable to attend.  

 

Although publications such as the FAS Handbook is a useful listing of lecturers / Guest speakers , 

speakers within (say) 50 mile radius are more difficult to find . Many of the Universities are all 

researching the same areas, i.e.  Dark Matter, Dark Energy and Exoplanets are often the listed lecture 

topics listed.   

Outreach speakers such as Dr Carolin Crawford offered a wider range of lectures; however the lower 

attendance of LAS members in meetings in 2013 / 2014 was a consideration in booking such speakers. 

The last Thursday date in the calendar is a potential problem for some guest speakers and often clashes 

with bank holiday or half term weeks in March and August / September a consideration when organising 

the meeting programme 

  

Social events such as the July Star-B-Que, the annual LAS meal (January), and recent April Cheese `N` 

Telescope are an opportunity to socialise , there being little time to chat at regular monthly meetings . 

Last June was the first LAS workshop meeting , also advertised to public  , A meeting which gives LAS 

members to informally share with other members / visitors  their interest  in astronomy / observing / 

photography .It is hoped to involve more members bringing along small items /  equipment to the June 

2015  workshop meeting were display tables etc could be set up . The intention is to have an informal 

`workshop` meeting where both members and visitors can informally chat with members about a topic of 

interest.   
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The Society had a display at Stockwood Park, Discovery Centre in late January / early February 2015. It 

was thought however that only a limited number of web enquiries had resulted from this event.  

 

The coincidence of both British Science Week and Stargazing LIVE in the same week due to the partial 

solar eclipse in March 2015 had resulted in increased enquiries for observatory visits. Open evenings 

were well supported by membership; a vote of thanks was noted.  An increased number of LAS observing 

evenings and public open observatory evenings were held during the season with  additional events for 

events such as  International Dark Sky Week  (April 2015) . Further events for World Science Week 

(October 2015) are planned.    

 

Treasurer’s Report    H.Moore  

The accounts sheet was displayed on the lecture room display, copies of the accounts made available for 

members to look at and these had also been previously circulated by G.Mitchell to membership via email  

H.Moore raised the point that some comment has been made that the accounts are difficult to follow.  

An explanation was clearly given of how the accounts sheet was laid out describing the purpose of each 

column and sub total, H.Moore commented that the reason for some of the adjustment details was to 

derive a `true income and true expenditure figures ` for the accounts at each year end (December to 

December)  

The annual difficulty encountered is with late invoices for expenses or early payment of advanced 

subscriptions etc, resulting in an `apparent anomaly carried over into the following year.  

 

M.Shukla asked if there were any questions.  

 

H.Harran asked about the `Self Insurance ` allocation.  H.Moore explained that originally the Observatory 

was insured with one of the few insurance providers that would insure the building and contents for an 

annual fee of around £250 went to £380 / annum and then the fee jumped up to over £1000 / annum in 

just one year, which due to the LAS annual income was prohibitively expensive. To provide some means 

of paying for small amounts of damage or a single large item (such as replacement primary mirror etc) the 

fee that would have been paid to an insurer has been `allocated` as self insurance. This has been allowed 

to accrue over time is reviewed annually and increased to cover new items etc. ie increased by £200 in the 

last year for example.  

 

 G.Kelly questioned whether the advanced subscription was paid at a pro rata rate to account for the 

balance at the end of the previous year; H.Moore confirmed that a calculation of the balance was made.  

G.Kelly commented that perhaps an additional line could be used for clarity (action noted)  

 

M.Shukla commented that ultimately the balances that the bank statement(s) showed the correct figures.  

H.Moore commented that year end figures may not relate to a `true` balance at 30
th
 December – 

explanation as follows Equation 1  

 

 Equation 1    End of year (balance) = Start of year (balance) + True Income – True Expenditure   

 

Difference calculations, these account for (End of year - Start of year) in each year.  

 

M.Shukla requested the account sheet for 2013 and 2014; H.Moore provided these as examples to look at.   

 

G.Kelly commented that bank statements (i.e. money in the bank) may not reflect the `actual ` money  

H.Moore cited the example of a cheque payment that did not clear the bank until next working day 

(January 2
nd

) although the accounts for December 30
th
 showed the money as paid.  
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G.Kelly questioned the poor amount of interest paid on the LAS account. Higher interest accounts from 

other banks may be available. It was commented that unlike an individual, bank accounts available as a 

Society are somewhat limited, for instant access with cheques restrictions etc  

Action was noted to review / investigate alternative banks / account options,  

 

H.Moore commented that accounts had been reviewed [D.Childs] and the method questioned, but unless 

someone can suggest a better way of obtaining a `true ` picture for year end, the current method was used.  

H.Moore commented that a simple audit of the accounts (by a honorary auditor) is something that is to be 

arranged each year (suggestions for a nominated honorary auditor welcomed from membership)  

 

A vote of thanks to H.Moore was noted  

 

The accounts were proposed as accepted by J.Colegrove and seconded by M.Shukla – agreed.  

 

Education Officer’s Report     T.Tucker  

 

T.Tucker reported that many more visits from younger groups , Beaver’s / Brownies / Scouts and school 

parties from Barnfield West for example with  LAS speaker(s) such as T.Pepper and more public open 

evenings had taken place in the last year . 

 

Vote of thanks to the members of the Education team and LAS members for their support was noted. 

British Science Week events such as the Lecture were successful (See attached notes)  

 Secretary and other committee members had maintained contact with external groups during T.Tucker`s 

illness earlier in 2015.    

T.Pepper / D.Cole had visited Someries School with a safe solar projection box for the March partial solar 

eclipse, but were clouded out.  

A vote of thanks for H.Moore as driver on the successful Greenwich trip in October 2014.was noted   

 

G.Kelly commented that £70 had been raised during the year. T.Tucker clarified that this sum came from 

donations from public evenings /visitors [Visits to the observatory are not charged]  

 

  Observatory Manager’s Report   M.Cripps / D.Cole 

 

M.Cripps thanked everyone who helped `service` the telescope. A shroud was fitted to the upper half of 

the tube assembly to help avoid condensation problems of the secondary mirror by observers breathe. 

This appears to working well.  

D.Cole commented that the dome required its annual cleaning and the usual maintenance regime during 

the summer months.  

M. Cripps also commented that it was planned to co-locate the focus controls and telescope slewing 

controls into the same handset.  

Daytime visits by members are to be arranged. M.Shukla asked if these could be published in the LAS 

members’ calendar on the Web site. (Action  Arrange dates / publish details in the LAS members’ area).  

The purpose of the day time visits to the Observatory is to encourage LAS members to be trained in using 

the telescopes and observatory and to help at LAS observing evenings / public open evenings. 

T.Tucker asked there was an easier way of getting water over to the Observatory for cleaning the dome. 

S. Shayista commented that perhaps a collapsible, rolling water container used for camping may be an 

option, these may be hireable. 

 

A vote of thanks was noted to members for help at the Observatory.  

 

Vote of thanks to the Observatory Managers was noted.  
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Election of LAS Officers and Committee (2015/16) 

 

[The roles of Hon. President and LAS Chair are non committee based} 

 

Nominations   

Hon President,    J.Hysom (T.Tucker confirmed that J.Hysom was agreeable) 

 

LAS Chairman   Nominated Dr M.Shukla, proposed D.Cole, seconded G.Kelly   

    Dr M.Shukla was duly elected as LAS Chair. 

 

 

Election of committee   

 

Secretary 
1
 

Programme Secretary   Nomination G.Mitchell proposed H.Moore and seconded T.Tucker. 

               G.Mitchell was duly elected as Secretary/ Programme Secretary 

 

Treasurer    Nomination H.Moore proposed T.Tucker, seconded P.Price 

    H.Moore was duly elected as Treasurer. 

 

Education Officer /  Nomination T.Tucker proposed H.Harran, seconded T.Pepper 

University Liaison  T.Tucker was duly elected as Education Officer / University Liaison. 

 

 

Committee members  

Observatory Manager  Nomination M.Cripps proposed P.Rippington and seconded D.Minta-Jones 

  Observatory Manager  Nomination D.Cole proposed A. Wilkinson and seconded J.Colegrove. 

Committee member    Nomination D.Minta-Jones proposed M.Shukla, seconded J.Colegrove. 

Web administrator   Nominated P.Price proposed from the floor, seconded T.Tucker 

*Committee member   Nominations requested – No further nominations were forthcoming. 

        

     

The above committee members were duly elected for the 2015/2016 session 

 

   

M.Shukla commented that the term `ordinary committee member ` on the agenda was awkward labelling 

and perhaps should be simply referred to as `committee member `  

G.Kelly commented that Officers referred to just Secretary and Treasurer and that Education Officer was 

not referred to in the constitution. J.Colegrove commented that although Secretary and Treasurer are 

specifically mentioned (as a minimum requirement), this did not preclude additional positions appointed 

by committee that may be listed and elected at the AGM.   

It was noted that the Agenda should perhaps not list election of officers separately but simply state  

election of Secretary, Treasurer, Education Officer and committee members .(Action  noted)   

G.Mitchell was noted as LAS Newsletter / Countdown Editor and H.Moore noted as assistant Programme 

Secretary. The role of new member liaison, to welcome new members at meetings (TBD)  

 

*T.Tucker commented that it would be good to have a second lady committee member and asked for 

nominations from the floor; however no further nominations were forthcoming. 

G.Kelly commented that any LAS member could attend a committee meeting; T.Tucker commented that 

it may be useful for a few members to attend. Details of forthcoming committee meetings are currently 

not published to members.  
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David Early Award 2015   
 This year committee have awarded this year to a new member P.Rippington who has demonstrated a 

developing interest in astrophography, producing some good lunar and partial solar images. The award of 

the painting for 11 months is an encouragement to other LAS members to submit some of their 

observations / images etc and be the recipient of the award next year. 

 

Derrick Childs Award 2015  

This year the committee awarded to a new member J.Regan for enthusiastically supporting LAS open 

evenings. Demonstrating a keen knowledge of the night sky and binocular observing this has been 

welcome addition to LAS open evenings over the last season.  

 

 Both D.Childs and J.Regan are not present at the AGM tonight; the award will be presented at the next 

available meeting.   

 

AOB  

 

T.Pepper commented on an earlier action re bank account interest enquiries that given an increase may 

only be a few pound in interest / annum, the time H.Moore should spend on this may be limited.  

J.Colegrove re-iterated the point about getting more guest speakers, M.Shukla / T.Tucker commented that 

due to the change in the fee system at Universities, more of lecturer’s time is taken with course work and 

so have less time available to support external lectures.  

P.Garbett commented that Astronomy Now etc often publish meeting events and was a good source of 

potential guest speakers.  S. Shayista commented that at the recent Cambridge science festival a number 

of speakers presented on a wide range of topics. 

H.Harran commented that in other types of societies some time quiz evenings have been used as an 

alternative to guest speakers. G.Kelly commented that the  quiz format used at Star-B-Que etc was 

relatively easy to arrange , M.Shukla commented that the quiz at the recent Cheese `N` Telescope was 

about right. 

G.Kelly asked if the BAA / FAS listings offered lecturers details.  G.Mitchell confirmed that The FAS 

listings are those published in the Handbook and these were already used to identify potential guest 

speakers.  

C.Smith suggested that the local academic calendar for 2015/16 was available; G.Mitchell confirmed that 

this was already referred to when planning LAS events and meetings.  

 

 

M.Shukla highlighted the actions noted by the AGM .including, alternative bank account options an 

accurate asset list / website figures and due diligence with regard to observatory insurance.  Action 

current insurance premiums / policies should be re visited / investigated   

 

M. Shukla commented that the effort made by all members was appreciated and thanked committee for 

their work over the past year.  

 

A vote of thanks to Dr Shukla for chairing the AGM was noted, the meeting closed at 21:09 hrs. 

 

 

AGM minutes prepared by LAS secretary G.Mitchell.  Dated 09/05/2015 


